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main package: - adobe illustrator cs4 portable =
main data file and program, includes all

languages (see pic) additional optional packages:
- cameraraw.svm (~800 mb): an additional

optional package including latest camera raw. -
bridge.svm (~900 mb): includes latest bridge
program, launch it via file->browse in bridge -

dxonikcollection_xxxxx.svm (~700 mb): latest nik
collection tools by dxo - note: the same.svm file

also works as a plugin for dxo photolab program ;)
- photoshopddsplugin.svm (~37 mb): nvidia

texture tools addon for photoshop - lumenzia 8.0
(~130 mb): lumenzia plugin files for photoshop

portable/setup (same installation, follow
instructions included, super easy) - athentech
perfectly clear complete v3 (~150 mb): yet

another plugin - topaz.svm (~1.35 gb): topaz
plugins bundle including some standalone exes,
see more here: topaz studio portable. includes:-

topaz adjust v5, topaz bw effects v2, topaz clarity
v1, topaz clean v3, topaz dejpeg v4, topaz

denoise v5, topaz detail v3, topaz lens effects v1,
topaz infocus v1, topaz remask v5, topaz restyle
v1, topaz simplify v3, topaz star effects v1, topaz

photofxlab, topaz texture effects v2, topaz
impression, topaz glow - 3 plugins pack: -- adp
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Adobe Illustrator CS3 Portable (PAF) 64 Bit

what's new in illustrator cs3 portable (paf) 64 bit:
this is not 100% same as illustrator cs3, but it
comes very close to it. you can find out more

about the new tools and features in the included
release notes.txt file. keyboard shortcuts to make

working with illustrator cs3 portable more
efficient, you can use the same keyboard

shortcuts available in illustrator cs6 portable. to
use these shortcuts, you have to download and

install kys files, one file for each shortcut. the kys
files are included in the portable adobe illustrator

cs3 portable (paf) 64 bit. so, you just need to
download and install the kys files. you can find

the instructions to install kys files in the included
release note.txt file. installing if you have a 32-bit
version of windows, you will not be able to install

the portable version of adobe illustrator cs3.
because, the product is not compatible with 32-bit
versions of windows. you need to install windows
64-bit. adobe illustrator cs6 have new tools which
makes it easier to draw and paint. the new tools

are: live paint, trace, trace and live trace, live
paint along with edit paths and stroke. the new
tools are of different types like: live paint, trace,

trace and live trace, live paint along with edit
paths and stroke. to add a new stroke to an

object, you have to select that object and then
choose one of the strokes. you can also use the

live paint tool to create a stroke along with a
gradient. the new paint bucket tool is more useful.

you can use this tool to paint objects. you can
change the opacity of the stroke and you can also
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